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Today is April 2nd. If I had written this article yesterday, I wonder
how many readers would have been looking for the joke.
If you are not from my country, this might very well seem like a
joke. Us Americans love cup holders in our cars. But in my car,
none are within easy reach while I drive.
I have one cup holder near my right knee. Taking
a cup out of this holder can be done while I keep
my eyes on the road but replacing it is distracting.

I also have a cup holder on my left side. It is only useful for
blocking the adjacent air vent.
What I needed was a centrally located cup
holder. Maybe right in my lap.
Sometimes I will wedge my coffee cup between
my legs but it is both uncomfortable and
unstable. Gotta be a better way.
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Here is my proof of concept. Just a block of 2 by 6 with
a heavy plastic cup attached with two screws. I did sand
the block to remove splinters but that was the extent of
the refinements.
I tried it out and am
now thinking this might
be the finished product.
The block is thick
enough to match the
normal gap between my
legs and the height of
the block is short
enough to not bottom
out on the car seat. This
permits the bottom of
the cup to rest on my
inner thighs which
helps with stability.

My coffee mug fits snugly into its holder yet releases easily. Just like with real
estate, location is everything. Ready to test in heavy traffic!

I welcome your comments and questions.
If you wish to be contacted each time I publish an article, email me with just
"Subscribe" in the subject line. If you are on this list and have had enough, email
me "Unsubscribe" in the subject line.
Rick Sparber
Rgsparber.ha@gmail.com
Rick.Sparber.org
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